Starting a journey
Journey facts
Answer sheet
Here are some safety facts. Some are true and some are false. People will often
guess when they are not sure of an answer, but when your life depends on it it’s
best to be sure! Read them carefully and then decide which ones are true and
which ones are false.
Traffic is the biggest
killer of children and
young people
True. Most accidents
happen in the area
where the child lives.
Only one rail on the
Underground carries
the electrical current
False. All four rails carry
electricity.

There are Help Points
on most piers, DLR
and Underground
platforms
True. Refer to the Help
Points Photo Cards.
There are more road
accidents in winter
False. There are more
accidents in summer.

You are not allowed to
stand on the stairs or
upstairs on a double
decker bus

Most accidents
happen on the
escalators on the
Underground

True. It is dangerous in
case you fall down the
stairs or hit a window.

True. You need to stand
facing forward and hold
on with your right hand.
Do not run.
You should only use
a help point in an
emergency

A family sized car has
a mass of one tonne

True. You have an 80 per
cent chance of being
False. You can use the
seriously injured or killed information button to
if you are hit at 40mph. ask advice.

An Underground train
has a mass of 200
tonnes

You should never talk
to a bus driver when
they are driving.

True. A full load of
passengers will add at
least 70 tonnes.

False. You can talk to
them in the event of an
emergency.

If you find an
unattended bag you
should pick it up and
give it to a member of
staff

When cycling you do
not have to obey road
signs or signals
False. Cyclists are
considered road users.

False. Don’t touch it, get
away from it and report
it.
If you saw an object
A bus has a mass 15
on a DLR track you
times as much as a
should pick it up
family sized car
False. Leave it where it
is and tell a member of
staff or use the Help
Point.

True. It has a mass of up
to 15 tonnes.

You should wait your A member of staff
own body length away can be identified by a
from the road or any
uniform or ID badge
platform edge
True. Always ask a
True. If you fall over your member of staff for help
whole body will land in a rather than a stranger.
safe place.
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